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*Two Kinds of Truth

Michael Connelly

9781409147572   €16.99   ____

Orion

Harry Bosch works cold cases as a 

volunteer for the San Fernando police 

department when he's called out to a

local drug store where a young pharmacist

has been murdered. Bosch and the town's

three-person detective squad sift through

the clues, which lead into the dangerous,

big business world of prescription drug

abuse.

FICTION

A collection of seventeen wonderful

short stories showing that two-time

Oscar winner Tom Hanks is as talented

a writer as he is an actor. 

Snowman Movie Tie In

Jo Nesbo 

9781784704759   €8.99    ____

Vintage 

A boy wakes to find his mother 

missing, and in the garden, his

mother's scarf - wrapped around the

neck of a snowman. As Harry Hole and

his team begin their investigation they

discover that an alarming number of

wives and mothers have gone missing

over the years. When a second woman

disappears it seems that Harry's worst

suspicions are confirmed.

Rooster Bar 

John Grisham 

9781473616967     €22.50    _____

Hodder

Manhattan Beach 

Jennifer Egan

9781472150882   €16.99   _____

Cosair 

Worldwide bestseller and master of the

legal thriller John Grisham will keep you

on the edge of your seat with his most

suspenseful thriller yet.Praise for John

Grisham:'A superb, instinctive 

storyteller' The Times'A giant of the

thriller genre' Time Out'John Grisham has

perfected the art of cooking up 

convincing, fast-paced thrillers' 

Telegraph

Mesmerizing, hauntingly beautiful, with

the pace and atmosphere of a noir

thriller and a wealth of detail about 

organized crime, the merchant marine

and the clash of classes in New York,

Egan's first historical novel is a 

masterpiece, a deft, startling, intimate

exploration of a transformative moment

in the lives of women and men, America

and the world. 

Tom meets beautiful and unhappily

married Diana Southcott, a fashion

model. An exciting but dangerous 

affair is inevitable and potentially

damaging to their careers. And when

a child becomes ill, Tom is forced to

make decisions about his principles,

his reputation, his 

marriage, and most of all, his love for

his child.

*Gospel According to Blindboy

Blindboy Boatclub

9780717178872   €19.99    ____

Gill

In White Ink 

Elske Rahill

9781786691057    €13.99     ____

Head of Zeus

The Mistletoe Matchmaker 

Felicity Hayes-McCoy

9781473663602     €15.99    ____

Hodder

The Sparsholt Affair 

Alan Hollinghurst

9781509844937    €15.99    ____

Macmillan

The Gospel According to Blindboy is a

surreal and genre-defying collection

of short stories and visual art 

exploring the myths, complacencies

and contradictions at the heart of

modern Ireland. Covering everything

from love and death to sex and 

politics, it's pitched halfway between

the Angelus and Oculus Rift, 

globalisation and gombeenism. 

Here is a bleak realism about relations

between men and women, the 

expectation and the failure, the deeper

currents of misogyny and sexism, the 

violence of inequality and poverty: harsh

and necessary snapshots of our 

condition. Elske Rahill's ruthless clarity is

balanced by a compassionate 

identification with the humanity of the

victims.

A warm-hearted story about friends, 

secrets and holiday magic ...Twenty year

old Cassie Fitzgerald, fresh off the plane

from Toronto, is about to discover that

there's more to Christmas than mistletoe

and mince pies. Meanwhile, as the small

town on Ireland's west coast enters a

competition for the best local Winter

Fest, some will risk more than others in

the battle to win the prize.

The Sparsholt Affair emerges as a study

in human transience and the 

countervailing longing for permanence

and continuity. As in The Stranger’s

Child, Hollinghurst’s exploration of

shifting taste, class and human 

interaction is wonderfully witty, tender

and rich in observation. This is an 

unmissable achievement that will be

cherished by lifelong fans and new

readers alike.

*Christmas Voyage

Deirdre Purcell

9781444799491   €8.99  ____

Transworld Ireland 

Origin

Dan Brown 

9780593078754   €21.50   ____

Bantam

In order to evade a tormented enemy

who is one step ahead of them at every

turn, Langdon and Vidal must navigate

labyrinthine passageways of hidden 

history and ancient religion. On a trail

marked only by enigmatic symbols and

elusive modern art, Langdon and Vidal

uncover the clues that will bring them

face-to-face with a world-shaking truth

that has remained buried – until now.

A Question of Trust

Penny Vincenzi

9780755377633   €16.99    ____

Headline

Uncommon Type

Tom Hanks 

9781785151521   €14.99   ____

Arrow/Vintage 



Poirot- Murder on the Orient Express HB

Agatha Christie 

9780008226664     €15.99    ____

Harper Collins

Paris for One and Other Stories 

JoJo Moyes 

9781405928168    €8.99   ____

Penguin BBC 

Agatha Christie's most famous 

murder mystery, reissued with a new

cover to tie in with the hugely 

anticipated 2017 film adaptation.

FICTION

Fools and Mortals 

Bernard Cornwell

9780007504121   €15.99   ____

Harper Collins

A collection of 11 unmissable short 

stories from the Number One 

internationally bestselling author of Me

Before You and After You

Showcasing his renowned storyteller’s

skill, Bernard Cornwell has created an

Elizabethan world incredibly rich in its

portrayal: you walk the London streets,

stand in the palaces and are on stage in

the playhouses, as he weaves a 

remarkable story in which 

performances, rivalries and ambition

combine to form a tangled web of 

intrigue.

Fairytale 

Danielle Steel

9781509800568   €14.99  ____

Macmillan

A wonderful, beautifully told tale from

America’s favourite novelist, Fairytale

is a captivating example of the truths

that will always withstand even the

darkest storms, and a reminder that

sometimes fairytales do come true,

and good prevails over evil in the end.

Spot of Folly 

Ruth Rendell

9781788160339  €14.50  ____

Profile

*King of Lavender

Susan Ryan 

9781781998441   €14.99   ____

Poolbeg 

*The Memory Shop

Ella Griffin

9781409145752    €14.50   ____

Orion

In these tales, a businessman boasts

about cheating on his wife, only to find

the tables turned. A beautiful country

rectory reverberates to the echo of a 

historical murder. A compulsive liar acts

on impulse, only to be lead inexorably to

disaster. And a wealthy man finds there

is more to his wife's kidnapping than

meets the eye.

An uplifting novel set in a charming

Irish community, about love, family

and finding your way.

4 3 2 1

Paul Auster 

9780571324651    €10.99   ____

Faber & Faber 

*Fractured Life of Jimmy Dice 

Ronan Ryan 

9781472237255    €10.25  ____

Headline

*Falling Softly 

Maria Duffy 

9781473614734    €8.99    ____

Hodder

Part love story, part coming of age, The

Fractured Life of Jimmy Dice is also the

story of a life in the changing streets of

Ireland, from the days of the Troubles

to the boom and bust years and Dublin

today.

Falling Softly is a sparkling, 

heart-warming story about first love,

and how life has a habit of turning

out in the way we least expect it to.

*Last Christmas in Paris

Hazel Gaynor 

9780062562685  €9.99  ____

Harper Collins

Can love flourish amid the horror of

the First World War, or will fate 

intervene?Christmas 1968. With failing

health, Thomas returns to Paris-a 

cherished packet of letters in hand-

determined to lay to rest the ghosts of

his past. But one final letter is waiting

for him..

Poirot - Murder on the Orient ...

Agatha Christie

9780008226671   €9.99   ____

Harper Collins 

Agatha Christie's most famous 

murder mystery, reissued with a new

cover to tie in with the hugely 

anticipated 2017 film adaptation.



Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen 

Hendrik Groen

9781405924009     €8.99   ____

Penguin BBC

The hilarious international bestselling

novel that has had pensioners ditching

their sticks and zimmers to follow the

age-defying, youth inducing antics 

inside The Secret Diary of Hendrik

Groen, 83 1/4 Years Old .

The Miniaturist TV Tie In 

Jessie Burton

9781509857487   €9.99    ____

Macmillan

FICTION

Fresh Complaint 

Jeffrey Eugenides

9780008243838    €13.99   ____

Harper Collins

Beautiful, intoxicating and filled with

heart-pounding suspense, The 

Miniaturist is a magnificent story of

love and obsession, betrayal and 

retribution, appearance and truth.

Narratively compelling, beautifully 

written, and packed with a density of

ideas that belie their fluid grace, Fresh

Complaint proves Eugenides to be a 

master of the short form as well as the

long.

Devil’s Day 

Andrew Michael Hurley 

9781473619876    €14.50   ____

Hodder

After the blizzard of 1913, it was

weeks before anyone got in or out. By

that time, what had happened there,

what the Devil had done, was already

fable.Devil's Day is a day for children

now, of course. A tradition it's easy to

mock, from the outside. But it's 

important to remember why we do

what we do. It's important to know

what our grandfathers have passed

down to us.

*Ever This Day

Helen Moorhouse 

9781781998540     €14.99   ____

Poolbeg

Homegoing

Yaa Gyasi

9780241975237     €10.25   ____

Hamilton

Mischling

Affinity Konar 

9781786494030    € 9.99    ____

Atlantic 

Effia and Esi: two sisters with two very

different destinies. One sold into slavery;

one a slave trader's wife. The 

consequences of their fate reverberate

through the generations that follow. 

Taking us from the Gold Coast of Africa to

the cotton-picking plantations of 

Mississippi; from the missionary schools

of Ghana to the dive bars of Harlem,

spanning three continents and seven

generations.

Winter Storm 

Elin Hilderbrand 

9781473620599    €8.99   ____

Hodder

Edge of Darkness

Karen Rose 

9781472245830    €16.99  ____

Headline

Need You Dead 

Peter James 

9781509816330    €8.99   ____

Macmillan

Gather under the mistletoe for one last

round of carolling with the Quinn family

in this heartwarming conclusion to Elin

Hilderbrand's bestselling Winter Street

Trilogy.

Loss and the Lives 

Victoria Hislop

9781786691460    €15.99   ____

Head of Zeus

Witty, heartbreaking, shocking, satirical:

the short story can excite or sadden, 

entice or repulse. The one thing it can

never be is dull. Now Victoria Hislop has

collected 100 stories from her favourite

women writers into one volume.

The Stolen Marraige 

Diane Chamberlain

9781509808540   € 13.99  ____

Macmillan

The Stolen Marriage is a compelling novel

from Diane Chamberlain, the bestselling

author of The Silent Sister, Pretending to

Dance and The Midwife's Confession. 



The Well of Ice 

Andrea Carter 

9781472125965    €15.99   ____

Cosair 

Cross the Line 

James Patterson 

9780099594345   €8.99    ____

Arrow Vintage 

Sleep no More 

P.D. James 

9780571339877     €10.99   ___

Faber & Faber 

FICTION

The Mistress

Danielle Steel

9780552166331    €8.99     ____

Corgi Books 

Once again, P. D. James shows her ex-

pert control of the short-story form,

conjuring motives and scenarios with

complete conviction, and each with a

satisfying twist in the tail.

Histories 

Sam Guglani 

9781786483829    €14.50   ____

Quercus 

Swimming Lessons

Claire Fuller

9780241976371    €10.25   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Gulliver’s Travels

Jonathan Swift 

9781509843213   €10.99     ____

Macmillan 

Seven Days of US 

Francesca Hornak 

9780349415598   €14.50 ____

Abacus 

Coleman looked down from the window

and saw his dead wife standing on the

pavement below.'Gil's wife, Ingrid has

been missing, presumed drowned, for

twelve years. A possible sighting brings

their children, Nan and Flora, home. 

Together they begin to confront the

mystery of their mother. Is Ingrid dead?

Or did she leave? 

This gorgeous Macmillan Collector's

Library edition of Jonathan Swift's

Gulliver's Travels features the 

beautiful artwork of the celebrated

English illustrator Arthur Rackham,

and an afterword by author and

critic, Henry Hitchings. 

*Mrs Osmond HB 

John Banville 

9780241260173    €15.99    ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

*Mrs Osmond PB

John Banville 

9780241260180   €13.99    ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Mrs Osmond is a masterly novel of 

betrayal, corruption and moral 

ambiguity, from the Man Booker Prize-

winning author of The Sea.

Mrs Osmond is a masterly novel of 

betrayal, corruption and moral 

ambiguity, from the Man Booker 

Prize-winning author of The Sea.

The Silent Companions

Laura Purcell

9781408888100   €13.50   ____

Bloomsbury 

Inspired by the work of Shirley Jackson

and Susan Hill and set in a crumbling

country mansion, The Silent Companions

is an unsettling gothic ghost story to send

a shiver down the spine..

After The Riot 

Henning Mankell

9781910701775   €16.99     ____

Hodder



The Rest of Their Lives 

Jean-Paul Didierlaurent 

9781509840359   €13.99    ____

Macmillan

Filled with all the larger-than-life 

characters and enchanting storytelling

that made readers fall for The Reader

on the 6.27, Jean-Paul Didierlaurent's

follow-up novel, The Rest of Their

Lives, is set to charm the world.

Ghosts of Christmas Past 

John Murray Publishers 

9781473663466    €8.99  ____

Hodder

Practical Magic 

Alice Hoffman

9781471169199    €9.99   ____

S&S

From Neil Gaiman and M. R. James to

Muriel Spark and E. Nesbit, there are

stories here to make the hardiest soul

quail - so find a comfy chair, lock the

door, ignore the cold breath on your

neck and get ready to welcome in the

real spirits of Christmas.

FICTION

Mistletoe Murder and Other ..

P.D. James 

9780571331352    €8.99   ____

Faber & Faber 

The beloved classic novel, the basis of

the classic film starring Nicole Kidman

and Sandra Bullock.

From the title story about a strained

country-house Christmas party, to 

another about an illicit affair that

ends in murder, plus two cases for 

detective Adam Dalgliesh, these are

masterfully atmospheric stories by

the acknowledged 'Queen of Crime'.

Prussian Blue 

Philip Kerr

9781784296513    €10.25 ____

Quercus 

France, 1956. Bernie Gunther is on the

run. If there's one thing he's learned,

it's never to refuse a job from a 

high-ranking secret policeman. But this

is exactly what he's just done. Now

he's a marked man, with the East 

German Stasi on his tail.

Without a Word

Kate McQuaile

9781784296759   €15.99 ____

Quercus

The Mountain 

Luca D’Aandrea

9780857056917   €16.99   ____

Quercus 

Love Me Not 

M J  Arlidge 

9781405925655    €8.99  ____

Penguin BBC

Lillian had phoned telling her to get Skype

up and running. 'I have so much to tell

you'. Lillian was wearing a white

bathrobe and she was in for the evening.

Then, suddenly, the knock on the door.

'Sorry Orla, I'd better see who it is' she

said, getting up from the sofa. Orla

waited. But the seconds became minutes.

She didn't know how long she waited 

before she realised that something 

terrible had happened.

Salinger, a New Yorker, is far from

home, and these Italian mountains,

where his wife was born, harbour a

close-knit, tight-lipped community

whose mistrust of outsiders can turn

ugly. All the same, solving this mystery

might be the only thing that can keep

him sane.

The Wandering Earth 

Cixin Liu 

9781784978518    € 9.99 ____

Head Of  Zeus 

It Devours! Night Vale Novel 

Joseph Fink 

9780356508658    €14.50   ____

Orbit 

Cixin Liu is China's bestselling science

fiction author and one of the most

important voices in world SF. His

novel, The Three-Body Problem, was

the first translated work of SF ever to

win the Hugo Award.

Nilanjana Sikdar is an outsider to the

town of Night Vale. Working for Carlos,

the town's top scientist, she relies on

fact and logic as her guiding principles.

But all of that is put into question when

Carlos gives her a special assignment 

investigating a mysterious rumbling in

the desert wasteland outside of town

Thin Air 

Michelle Paver 

9781409163367    €8.99   ____

Orion 

Moonlight Over Manhattan

Sarah Morgan 

9781848456679    €8.99   ____

Mira

Kangchenjunga. The sacred mountain.

Biggest killer of them all.

Five Englishmen set out to conquer it.

But courage can only take them so far.

And the higher they climb, the darker it

gets.



How to be Happy 

Eva Woods 

9780751568493   €15.99     ____

Warner 

Christmas at the Little Beach Bakery 

Jenny Colgan

9780751570380    €10.00  ____

Warner

The Party 

Robyn Harding 

9781471168635    €8.99   ____

S&S

FICTION

Leave Me 

Gayle Forman 

9781471156793    €9.99   ____

S&S

In The Party, Christos Tsiolkas's The

Slap meets Liane Moriarty's Big Little

Lies, taking us behind the facade of

the perfect family, exploring the 

secrets, betrayals, and moral lapses

the neighbors don't see. 

From the bestselling author of If I Stay

and I Was Here comes a stunning new

novel for Forman’s adult readers, an

unflinching portrait of a woman 

confronting the joys and sorrows of

marriage, motherhood and friendship. 

Why Mummy Drinks 

Gill Sims 

9780008237493   €13.99 ____

Harper Collins

Why Mummy Drinks is the brilliant

novel from Gill Sims, the author of the

online sensation Peter and Jane.

Vicious Circle 

C.J. Box 

9781784973155   €8.99 ____ 

Head of Zeus

Devices and Desires 

P.D. James 

9780571341153   €9.99   ____

Faber & Faber 

Joe Pickett always knew there'd be a day

of reckoning. And now that day has

come.Two years ago, his daughter was

beaten and dumped by the side of a

country road. Joe's determination to

avenge her forced him into a 

catastrophic confrontation with the

Cates clan that left three of their 

number dead and put the two survivors

behind bars.

Deadlier:100 of the Best Crime Stories

Sophie Hannah 

9781784975463   €26.99____

Head of Zeus

From Agatha Christie and Daphne du

Maurier, to Val McDermid and 

Margaret Atwood, women writers have

long been drawn to criminal acts. Here,

award-winning author Sophie Hannah

brings together 100 of her favourite 

examples.

The Ice Princess 

Camilla Lackberg 

9780008264444   €8.99 ____

Harper Collins 

The psychological thriller debut of No.1

bestselling Swedish crime 

sensation Camilla Lackberg.

The Midnight Bell 

Jack Higgins 

9780008160319    €8.99     ____

Harper Collins

Trust Me 

Zosia Wand 

9781786692306    €15.99     ____

Head of Zeus 

Trust Me is an absorbing, suspenseful

and thought-provoking thriller that

asks if you can ever really trust 

anybody, including yourself.

Ragdoll

Daniel Cole 

9781409168768    €10.00  ____

Orion

The 'Ragdoll Killer' taunts the police by

releasing a list of names to the media,

and the dates on which he intends to

murder them. With six people to save,

can Fawkes and Baxter catch a killer

when the world is watching their every

move?



FICTION

*Legacy of Armstrong House 

A O’Connor 

9781781998533     €14.99    ____

Poolbeg 



*Gooch - The Autobiography 

Colm Cooper 

9781848272187   €21.50 ____

Transworld Ireland 

he Autobiography unlocks a previously

unopened door, tracing a compelling

path through the life beyond the 

headlines. This is the story of an 

ordinary man who became an 

extraordinary footballer.

*Wikibeaks

Dustin the Turkey 

9781848272446    €13.99____

Transworld Ireland 

*Brexit and Ireland 

Tony Connelly 

9781844884278   € 15.99   ____

Penguin Ireland 

Wikibeaks is the first book from Ireland's

biggest megastar, Dustin the Turkey. 

Destined to see Dustin's name added to

the long list of Irish literary greats (Joyce,

Yeats, Swift, Banville and Pippa) it will see

the feathered one take his mighty pen to

the Ireland he has helped shape over his

25 years as a national treasure. 

NON FICTION

When the citizens of the United 

Kingdom voted to leave the European

Union, they delivered a profound shock

to its nearest neighbour: Ireland. Brexit

represents potentially the single 

greatest foreign-policy and economic

challenge to the Irish state since the

Second World War.

Why Can’t Everything Just Stay ..

Stefanie Preissner

9781473662414   €14.99  ____

Hodder

*Jayo: Jason Sherlock Story 

Jason Sherlock 

9781471166037    €20.99   ____

S&S

*Go F*uck Yourself Cian! 

Cian Twomey 

9781911274872   €15.99 ____

Bonnier Books 

Form : My Auotobiography

Kieren Fallon

9781471166518    €21.50    ____

S&S

Kieren Fallon was one of the world’s

greatest jockeys, but his career was

littered with controversial incidents.

Now, in his powerful and honest 

autobiography, he tells all.

Jason Sherlock grew up in Finglas, North

Dublin. As the son of an Irish mother and

Asian father, he experienced racism

throughout his childhood. On the playing

fields and basketball courts however, he

found acceptance, along with a 

new-found discipline to fend off the daily

taunts. Sherlock represented Ireland in

under-21s soccer, captained its basketball

team and spent his summers winning

hurling trophies in Cork.

*Hands of Shay Given 

Shay Given 

9781910335796    €21.50 ____

Trinity Mirror 

*On Tuesdays I’m a Buddhist

Michael Harding 

9781473623514     €14.99   ____

Hodder

On Tuesdays I'm a Buddhist is a spell

binding and powerful book about the

human condition, the narratives we

weave around the Self, and the 

ultimate bliss of living in the present

moment.

*Everything: Beauty Style Fitness..

Vogue Williams 

9781473649323     €21.50   ____

Hodder

From her daily workout routines and

favourite playlists, to recipes for tasty

meals, tips on skincare, her go-to

make-up looks, dressing for different

occasions and even how to pack for

festivals, city breaks and sun holidays,

Everything has all you need to know

about recognising your own beauty

and making it work for you.

*From the Candy store to the Galtymore

PJ. Cunningham 

9780995479357   €14.99  ____

Ballpoint Press

*Living The Dream 

Daniel O’Donnell

9781847179678    €19.99   ____

O’Brien Press



*Home for Christmas 

Alice Taylor

9781847179654   €19.99   ____

O’Brien Press

Join Alice Taylor this Christmas as she

welcomes us into her home and

shows us the traditions of her family's

Christmas. 

*Philomena Begkey 

Philomena Begley

9781847179661   €19.99    ____

O’Brien Press

*Jackies Girl

Kathy McKeon 

9781501183324   €13.99  ____

S&S

This biography tells us everything there

is to know about Philomena Begley,

from a young country singer from 

Ireland arriving in Music City, the

world’s most iconic home of country

music to perform on the famous Grand

Ole Opry for the very first time to the

Irish Music Sensation she is today.

NON FICTION

A rare and engrossing look at the private

life of one of the most famous women of

the twentieth century, Jackie's Girl is also

a moving personal story of a young

woman finding her identity and footing

in a new country, along with the help of

the most elegant woman in America.

Artful Eating 

Karina Melvin

9781785301353   €17.99   ____

Black & White 

Ask an Astronaut

Tim Peake 

9781780898209    €15.99  ____

Cornerstone

In My Day

Rob Stears

9781473673519   €10.25    ____

Hodder

Talking to my Daughter

Yanis Varoukis

9781847924421     €13.99 ____

Bodley Head

*Judging Shaw 

Fintan O’Toole 

9781908997159    €30.00   ____

Royal Irish Academy 

*In The Name of the Son 

Richard O’Rawe

9781785371387    €16.99  ____

Merrion IAP

*Country Wide 

Damien O’Reilly 

9780995479340   € 14.99 ____

Ballpoint Press

O'Rawe reveals the dark facets of 

Conlon's past, but attests to the sheer

will that conquered the trauma - the

Conlon that came to be recognised 

internationally as a campaigner against

miscarriages of justice. In the Name of

the Son is a candid and startling 

biography and a damning indictment

of the British Justice system.

Ask an Astronaut is Tim’s personal guide

to life in space, based on his historic

Principia mission, and the thousands of

questions he has been asked since his 

return to Earth. 

In this short book, world famous 

economist Yanis Varoufakis sets out to

answer his eleven-year-old daughter

Xenia’s deceptively simple question.

Using personal stories and famous myths

– from Oedipus and Faust to 

Frankenstein and The Matrix – he 

explains what the economy is and why it

has the power to shape our lives. 

The fourth book in the Royal Irish

Academy's award winning 'Judging'

series looks at the legacy of George

Bernard Shaw, Nobel prizewinner for

literature.

A collection of the best writings from

the pen of Irish Farmers Journal's

columnist and RTE presenter Damien

O'Reilly

Join the Five as they set out to give

the best office Christmas party ever, in

the most traditional of fashions. Of

course, true to form, things don't go

quite according to plan . . .

Five at the Office Christmas Party 

Bruno Vincent 

9781786487674   €8.99 ____

Quercus 

Get Fit Get Happy 

Harry Judd

9781473671041   €18.99

Hodder

Part memoir in which Harry tells the

life lessons that he has learned, and

part richly researched fitness plan to

get you feeling more positive, Get Fit,

Get Happy is a fitness revolution to

help people find a little more 

happiness in their lives



*It’s Earlier ‘Tis Getting

Colm O’Regan

9781848272415   €11.99  ____

Transworld Ireland

*Neven Maguire’s Perfect Irish Christmas

Neven Maguire 

9780717179107   €19.99     ____

Gill

Simply Simon’s: Diner Cookbook

Simon Delaney 

9781785301360     €17.99  ____

Black & White 

Here Ireland's most trusted chef has all

the recipes and advice to help you deliver

the perfect Christmas. Packed with all the

classics you need for the big day, like

Neven's famous buttermilk turkey, perfect

roast potatoes and traditional Christmas

desserts, you'll also find lots of inspiration

for the whole festive season.

NON FICTION

Grand Tour to the World 

Author TBC

9780008257859   €21.50    ____

Harper Collins

*Striking Back Untold Story of Anti..

Mary Manning 

9781848893245   €14.99  ____

Collins Press

First Hand My Life and Irish Football

Eoin Hand 

9781848893238   €19.99   ____

Collins Press

Only Fools and Stories 

David Jason

9781780897967   €17.00  ____

Cornerstone

*Reflections Compendium 

Brian D’arcy 

9781782183341   €12.99 ____

Columba

*Home Baking 

Rachel Allen

9780008179823   €21.50   ____

Harper Collins

*How to Deal with Poxes

Aoife Dooley 

9780717179466    €10.99   ____

Gill

THE GRAND TOUR GUIDE TO THE

WORLD is a look at the people, places

and cars of the planet, as seen through

the witty, silly, often obtuse eyes of

three middle-aged men who have been

there and done that, and then had to

go back later to apologise for all the

damage.

Home Baking's chapters range from

Biscuits, Cakes and Sweet Bites to

Savoury Bakes, Breads and Desserts.

Every recipe includes Rachel's friendly

and expert tuition, with clear 

instructions to ensure that you

achieve the perfect bake; however

comfortable you are in the kitchen.

How to Deal with Poxes a must-have sur-

vival guide because, let's face it, there's

always some pox wrecking your buzz on a

daily basis. 'The Ross O'Carroll Kelly of

the Northside' The Sun

'Razor-sharp observational humour - has

the zeitgeisty quotability of a 

contemporary Roddy Doyle' The Irish

Times

Kiberd's Inventing Ireland, originally

published in 1995 is a dazzlingly 

ambitious critical history of modern

Irish literature and the standard

work on the Irish Literary Revival. In

After Ireland, Kiberd responds to the

next generation of Irish writers, in

this second renaissance of Irish 

literature.

In 2016, Kieran Donaghy's autobiography

was named as the Eir Sport Sports Book

of the Year. This is the updated 

paperback edition of the best-selling

hardback,

*What Do You Think Of That ?

Kieran Donaghy 

9781910335666  €9.99   ____

Trinity Mirror

*After Ireland 

Declan Kiberd

9781786693228    €26.99 _____

Head of Zeus



NON FICTION

*Dublin Bay Nature & History 

Jeffrey & Goodbody 

9781848893290     €24.99  ____

Collins Press

*Dog Tales 

Andrea Hayes 

9780717179480   €14.99  ____

Gill

Way of the Wolf Master 

Jordan Belfort 

9781473674813      € 16.99 ____

Hodder

Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas

John Scally 

9780995479364      €14.99 ____

Ballpoint Press

Man on The Bridge 

Ciaran Deeney 

9781848893320  €24.99 ____

Collins Press

*In Another World Van Morrison & Belfast

Gerald Dawe

9781785371462    € 16.99 ____

Merrion IAP

This new look at a familiar seascape 

authoritatively explains its importance

to the past, present and future of our

city and country.

WAY OF THE WOLF cracks the code on

how to persuade anyone to do 

anything, and coaches readers, 

regardless of age, education, or skill

level, to be a master sales person, 

negotiator, closer, entrepreneur, or

speaker.

. Conceived as a powerful tribute to Van

Morrison's extraordinary 

accomplishments, In Another World taps

into his legacy's soul, and is kin to its 

enchantments. A timeless and 

memorable gift for any Van Morrison fan.

*Art of Hurling 

Daire Whelan

9781781174814   €16.99  ____

Mercier Press

*Dubs Now and Then 

Gerry Callan  

9780995479371   €14.99  ____

Ballpoint Press

DeVelara Vol 1 Rise 1882-1932

David McCullagh

9780717155866   €24.99   ____

Gill

*50 Francis Street Photographer

Suzanne Behan 

9781473661691     €19.99    ____

Hodder 

*We Bled Together 

Dominic Price 

9781848893313   €24.99   ____

Collins Press

The 50 Francis Street Photographer is a

collection of stunning, original

photographs, a fascinating social history

and celebration of people and places.

Square and the Tower 

Niall Ferguson 

9780241298985     € 17.99   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)



*That’s Right! You’re Fired

Tim Healy 

9780995479333   €14.99   ____

Ballpoint Press

*Festival Fever: The Irish at Cheltenham

Anne Holland 

9781847179562    €24.99    ____

O’Brien Press

*Dublin Bay: City by the Sea 

Sean Kennedy 

9781847179234   €24.99   ____

O’Brien Press

NON FICTION

Dublin Bay presents over 250 

photographs from Howth in the north to

Greystones in the south, capturing: 

stunning and memorable vistas, such as

the sweep of Killiney Bay.

Keeping on Keeping Up 

Alan Bennett

9781781256503     €10.99   ____

Profile

Finding My Virginity 

Sir Richard Branson

9780753556122  €15.99  ____

Virgin Publishing 

Five Get Gran Online 

Vincent Bruno 

9781786483867   €8.99   ____

Querus 

Five Get On the Propert Ladder

Vincent Bruno

9781786484758   € 8.99 ____

Quercus

Five Escape Brexit Island 

Vincent Bruno 

9781786486981    €8.99  ____

Quercus 

Undoing Project 

Michael Lewis

9780141983042   €10.99  ____

Penguin Books 

Five Go Bump in The Night 

Vincent Bruno

9781786484772   €8.99  ____

Quercus

Alan Bennett's third collection of prose

Keeping On Keeping On follows in the

footsteps of the phenomenally 

successful Writing Home and Untold

Stories, each published ten years

apart. 

Join Sir Richard as he juggles 

working life with raising his children

Holly and Sam, building a marriage

with his wife Joan and creating a

unique company culture. Discover

how he created a new life on Necker

Island, while continuing to grow the

Virgin brand into all corners of the

world. 

Join the Five as they struggle to get their

feet (and paws) on the first rung of the

property ladder. Luckily cousin Rupert is

on hand to help. But not before they've

had some very exciting adventures. Who

knew that it was all going to be so 

difficult?

Can our intrepid friends escape to

the safety of mainland Europe?

Join the Five as they scare themselves

witless recounting tales that would 

terrify the bravest of souls. From 

encounters with American werewolves

and being lost in space, to ghostly 

graveyard apparitions, it is hardly 

surprising that there is a sleepless night

ahead of the intrepid crew.

Ladybird Book of The Nerd 

Jason Morris 

9780718188641   €8.99   ____

Joseph (Michael)

Ladybird Book of the Ex

Jason Morris 

9780718188665   €8.99    ____

Joseph (Michael)



Ladybird Book of The New You 

Jason Morris 

9780718188856    €8.99   ____

Joseph (Michael)

How it Works: The Baby 

Joel Morris 

9780718188634    €8.99    ____

Joseph (Michael)

Ladybird Book of The Quiet Night In

Jason Hazeley 

9780718188689   €8.99  ____

Joseph (Michael)

NON FICTION

Ladybird Book of The Big Night Out 

Jason Morris 

9780718188672     €8.99  ____

Joseph (Michael)

People at Work: The Rockstar

Jason Morris 

9780718188658    €8.99  ____

Joseph (Michael)

Ladybird Book of Balls 

Jason Morris 

9780718188719   €8.99 ____

Joseph (Michael)

Ladybird First Grownup Picture ..

Joel Morris 

9780718188849   €8.99 ____

Joseph (Michael)

How it Workds : The Sister 

Jason Morris 

9780718188702   €8.99   ____

Joseph (Michael)

Bruce Dickinson

Bruce Dickinson

9780008172473   €15.99  ____

Harper Collins

A long-awaited memoir from the 

larger-than-life, multifaceted lead vocalist

of Iron Maiden, one of the most 

successful, influential and enduring rock

bands ever.

The hilarious, heart-warming and 

tear-jerking memoir from one of

Britain's best-loved comedians and 

actors, Matt Lucas

Little Me  

Matt Lucas

9781786891068      €16.99 ____

Canongate 

*Time to Risk all Mary Elmes

Clodagh Finn

9780717175611   €16.99   ____

Gill

How it Works: The Brother 

Jason Morris

9780718188696     €8.99   ____

Joseph (Michael)



Suddenly A Footballer Juan Mata

Juan Mata

9781910335833   €17.99   ____

Trinity Mirror

Guy Martin 

Stephen Davidson

9780856409981     €23.99   ____

Blackstaff Press

NON FICTION

Road racing photographer Stephen 

Davison has been photographing Guy

Martin for all of his racing career and has

amassed an archive of brilliant 

photographs. 

*Dublin New Illustrated History 

John Gibney 

9781848893306    €29.99  ____

Gill

Endurance 

Kelly Scott

9780857524768   €15.99   ____

Transworld

*Am I A Feminist

Mary Kenny 

9781848406247    €14.95   ____

New Island 

Blue Planet II

James Honeyborne 

9781849909679   €26.99 ____

BBC 

Me. You. A Diary 

Dawn French 

9780718187569    €21.50  ____

Joseph (Michael)

River of Consciousness

Oliver Sacks

9781447263661    €15.99  ____

Macmillan

This is Dawn French's fabulous new

non-fiction book for 2017, and it's 

totally interactive: take a lovely 

ramble through the year together

with Dawn. Think of it as Dawn's

diary, personalized by you . . . 

perfection. 

The absorbing episodes and characters

that fill these pages guarantee that it is no

mere local history. Rather, it is an 

illuminating chronicle of our nation's

nerve centre that will captivate everyone

interested in the ebb and flow of Irish life.

From the Nasa astronaut who spent a

record-breaking year aboard the 

International Space Station – what it’s

like out there and what it’s like now,

back here. Enter Scott Kelly's 

fascinating world and dare to think of

your own a little differently.

Our understanding of ocean life has

changed dramatically in the last

decade, with new species, new 

behaviours, and new habitats being

discovered at a rapid rate. Blue

Planet II, which accompanies an epic

7-part series on BBC1, is a 

ground-breaking new look at the 

richness and variety of underwater

life across our planet.

Irishisms examines many of the words

and phrases that colour this unique

language and in doing so 

attempts to shed light on all the 

wonderful ways we have for saying

how average we are, what we really

mean when we say sorry, how to 

describe your level of insobriety, the

difference between a wagon and a

weapon and when awful is better than

savage.

Winter Papers Volume 3

Curlew Editions

9780993302923    €40.00   ____

Curlew Editions

*Irishisms Blather Blarney Blessing 

Ronan Moore 

9780717175512    €10.99   ____

Gill

Jenson Button

Jenson Button 

9781911600350    €15.99  ____

Bonnier 

Brewdog

James Watt

9781784722951   €22.50     ____

Mitchelle Beazley 



*Fair Faces

John Hall

9781781175156   €24.99  ____

Mercier Press

*Stepping Off the Reservation

David Quinn

9781782183303   € 19.99  ____

Columba

Mary’s Household Tips and Tricks

Mary Berry 

9780718185442    €21.50  ____

Joseph (Michael)

NON FICTION

'This book is a collection of skills I've

learned for running a home. Gleaned

from years of practical experience,

along with all the hints that friends and

family have imparted to me, I hope it

will be a helping hand' - Mary Berry

The M Word provides an antidote to

the constant judgement that being a

mother brings. Covering everyday

trivialities, traumas and even 

occasional moments of parenting

bliss. 

147 Things 

Jim Chapman

9781509854165      €15.99  ____

Macmillan

In 147 Things, Jim takes us on a 

whistle-stop tour of the best bits of

everything, from the mind-blowing to

the ridiculous. As with his videos, no

subject is off-limits and he’ll lift the

lid on his life and his relationships,

sharing embarrassing stories and

things he’s learnt along the way.

Infinite Monkey Cage 

Brian Cox

9780008254957     € 21.50  ____

Harper Collins

British and Irish Lions Tour Diary 

Warren Gatland 

9781472252500   €16.99  ____

Headline

From the hosts of the legendary BBC

Radio 4 programme comes this irreverent

celebration of scientific marvels – a hectic

leap through the grand and bizarre ideas

conjured up by human imagination, from

dark matter to consciousness via 

neutrinos and earthworms.

Fall Out 

Tim Shipman 

9780008264413    €17.99   ____

Harper Collins

Let Me Be Frank TPB

Frank Bruno

9781907324789  €15.99  ____

Mirror Books

Let Me Be Frank is the new book

from one of the world's sporting

greats. A deeply personal story,

Bruno talks about his battle with

mental illness, his time inside a 

mental facility, the impact his illness

has had on his family and his career -

and his long road back to 

stability.

*M Word

Maia Dunphy

9780717169788   €14.99   ____

Gill

Let Me Be Frank HB

Frank Bruno 

9781907324710   €23.00  ____

Trinity 

Dare Not Linger Preidential Years

Nelson Mandela 

9781509809608   €15.99 ____

Macmillan

Gloria Hunniford 

Gloria Hunniford 

9781786068156   €15.99  ____

John Blake 

Dare Not Linger is the story of 

Mandela’s presidential years, drawing

heavily on the memoir he began to

write as he prepared to finish his

term of office, but was unable to 

finish

Let Me Be Frank is the new book from

one of the world's sporting greats. A

deeply personal story, Bruno talks

about his battle with mental illness, his

time inside a mental facility, the impact

his illness has had on his family and his

career - and his long road back to 

stability.



How to be Champion

Sarah Millican

9781409174318     €16.99   ____

Orion

Part autobiography, part self help, part

confession, part celebration of being a

common-or-garden woman, part c

ollection of synonyms for nunny, Sarah

Millican's debut book delves into her

super normal life with daft stories,

funny tales and proper advice on how

to get past life's blips.

Logical Family 

Armistead Maupin

9780857523525    €16.99     ____

Transworld 

Football My Life, My Passion

Graeme Souness

9781472242549   € 16.99 ____

Headline

In this long-awaited memoir, the beloved

author of the bestselling Tales of the City

series chronicles his odyssey from the old

South to freewheeling San Francisco, and

his evolution from curious youth to

ground-breaking writer and gay rights 

pioneer.

NON FICTION

In many ways, Football: My Life, My 

Passion is the story of the last 

half-century of British football writ large.

*Around The World in a Bath Tub 

Robert Dowling 

9781848406520    €16.95 ____

New Island 

Ali: A Life 

Jonathan Eig 

9781471155949    €15.99 ____

S&S

Belonging Story of the Jews

Simon Schama

9781847922816   €16.99  ____

Bodley Head 

*Liberties 

Maurice Curtis 

9781782188285   €19.99   ____

Columba 

The Secret Life of Cows 

Rosamund Young 

9780571336777   €10.99  ____

Faber & Faber 

A Life in Parts

Bryan Cranston

9781409156598   €10.25  ____

Orion

Bob Dylan: 100 Songs  

Bob Dylan 

9781471167164    €15.99  ____

S& S 

An epic tale of a fighter who became the

world's most famous pacifist, Ali: A Life

does full justice to an extraordinary man.

The Jewish story is a history that is

about, and for, all of us. And in our

own time of anxious arrivals and 

enforced departures, the Jews’

search for a home is more startlingly

resonant than ever. 

'A lovely, thoughtful little book about

the intelligence of cows.' James 

Rebanks, author of The Shepherd's

Life

A new collection of Bob Dylan’s most 

essential lyrics – one hundred songs that

represent the Nobel Laureate’s incredible

musical range through the entirety of his

career so far.

Fake News is a humorous guide to the

world of fake news and alternative

facts. In the post-truth world we live

in, fake news is increasingly a part of

our everyday lives.

Homes should nurture and nourish us,

be a private sanctuary, a deeply 

personal place where friends and 

family gather and celebrate. My hope

is that this book can guide you to 

create the space you love - along with

great tastes that make eating there a

comfort and a pleasure.' Helen James

A Sense of Home 

Helen James 

9781473633902      €21.50   ____

Hodder 

Fake News Facts Always Trump Truth

Mike Haskins

9781853759994   €10.99  ____

Prion



World Cup of Everything

Richard Osman

9781473667266   € 16.99____

Hodder

In The World Cup Of Everything

Richard Osman* gives you and your

friends the chance to vote on some

of the most controversial, and 

funniest arguments of our time.

*Fearless Food 

Lynda Booth 

9780992695118     €30.00     ____

Dublin Cookery School 

The Lost Worlds 

Robert Macfarlane

9780241253588   €22.50  ____

Hamilton

NON FICTION

Ascent

Sir Chris Bonington

9781471157554    €15.99   ____

S&S

Cabinet of Linguistic Curiosities 

Paul Anthony Jones 

9781783963584    €15.99 ____

Faber Factory 

The Little Bullet Book 

David Sinden

9781509865932   €9.99  ____

Macmillan

The Shipwreck Hunter 

David L. Mearns 

9781760295257    €21.50   ____

Atlantic 

Rub of Time 

Martin Amis

9781787330146   €18.99 ____

Vintage 

Tanya’s Christmas 

Tanya Burr 

9781911600411   €17.99   ____

Bonnier 

1,423 QI Facts to Bowl you Over 

John Lloyd

9780571339105   €11.25   ____

Hodder 

The ultimate gift for wordsmiths and

lovers of language: a word for every day

of the year

The Shipwreck Hunter is an account of

David's most intriguing and fascinating

finds. It details both the meticulous 

research and the mid-ocean stamina

and courage required to find a wreck

miles beneath the sea, as well as the

moving human stories that lie behind

each of these oceanic tragedies.

Here is a creative and productive or-

ganizational system to combine your

sketchbook, planner, to do lists and

journals. Start by filling out the The

Little Bullet Book's planners with

monthly and weekly goals, select

simple codes to mark important and

long-term tasks and keep track of

them all with your own wonderfully

simple contents page.

The eye-popping, gob-smacking, 

rib-tickling phenomenon that is QI serves

up a brand new selection of 1,423 facts to

bowl you over.

'A story of love and courage amid 

brutality and terror, this is the 

testimony of a child who has endured

the unthinkable.' J. K. ROWLING 

Back to the Boy 

James Arthur 

9781473665880   €22.50   ____

Hodder 

Dear World 

Bana Alabed 

9781471169557   €12.50   ____

S&S



*Saturday Pizzas from the Ballymaloe..

Philip Dennhardt

9781849758826   €17.99   ____

RPS

Saturday Night Pizzas started as a

small pop-up restaurant at the 

famous Ballymaloe Cookery School.

The idea was such a success that the

pop-up pizzeria has been going for

nearly 10 years, and is considered

something of an institution within

Ireland.

Gannet’s Gatronomic 

Killian Fox 

9781784723996    €11.25     ____

Michael Beazley 

Simple Acts of Kindness 

Media Adams

9781507205679   €10.99   ____

Harper Collins

The Gannet's Gastronomic Miscellany

goes beyond the usual food fixations. 

Presented in a fresh, visually inventive

style, it will appeal to anyone with a 

passing interest in food - which, in this

gastronomy-obsessed age, is pretty much

all of us.

NON FICTION

Practice kindness every day with these

easy, accessible activities that range

from helping the elderly to supporting

animal welfare to protecting the local

environment.

*Female Line New Writing by Women

Linda Anderson

9781848406421   €17.95   ____

New Island 

Sofa So Good 

Scarlet Moffatt

9781911600497    €14.99  ____

Bonnier 

Ariana 

Danny White 

9781782438854   € 14.50  ____

O’Mara 

Manderly Forver 

Tatiana de Rosnay 

9781760632038    €17.99   ____

Atlantic 

*Dead Beside Us 

Tony Doherty

9781781175125   €14.99____

Mercier 

*Great Leviathan

Anne Chambers 

9781848406391   €30.00 ____

New Island

Film Stars Don’t Die in Liverpool 

Peter Turner 

9781509860425    €8.99   ____

Macmillan

From beloved Gogglebox breakout star, to

winner of I'm a Celebrity... Get Me Out of

Here!, achieving her dream of presenting

with Ant and Dec on Saturday Night 

Takeaway and filling Davina's shoes in the

new series of Streetmate, Scarlett is

quickly fast-tracking to national treasure

status.

Bestselling novelist Tatiana de Rosnay

pays homage to Daphne du Maurier,

the writer who influenced her deeply, in

this startling and immersive new 

biography. A portrait of one writer by

another, Manderley Forever 

meticulously recounts a life as 

mysterious and dramatic as the work it

produced, and highlights du Maurier's

consuming passion for Cornwall.

A must read for all her fans, this is a

full, unflinching portrait of a pop 

sensation and inspiring, 

uncompromising woman - the small,

sassy girl with the ponytail who 

conquered the world.

Talking As Fast As I Can

Lauren Graham 

9780349009728    €10.25  ____

Abacus 

The Book of Forgotten Authors

Christopher Fowler 

9781786484895    €16.99  ____

Quercus



*1916-18 Changed Utterly 

Georgina Laragy 

9780993532818   €9.50  ____

History Publications

Escaping Hitler Freedom Trails 

Monty Halls 

9781509865994   €19.99     ____

Macmillan

NON FICTION

Living With the Gods 

Neil MacGregor 

9780241308295   €33.99    ____

Hamilton

Science(ish) The Peculiar Science 

Rick Edwards 

9781786492210   €13.99   ____

Atlantic 

Down to Earth

Monty Don 

9780241318270   €19.50  ____

Hamilton

Major Dudes

Barney Hoskyns

9781472127556   €16.99   ____

Corsair 

Major Dudes collects some of the

smartest and wittiest interviews Becker

and Fagen have ever given, along with 

insightful reviews of - and commentary

on - their extraordinary songs. Compiled

by Rock's Backpages editor Barney

Hoskyns, the book's contributors include

Charles Shaar Murray, Robert Palmer, Ian

MacDonald, Bud Scoppa, Penny Valen-

tine, Fred Schruers, Sylvie Simmons and

Michael Watts.

The Crown 

Robert Lacey 

9781911274988   €21.50  ____

Bonnier Books 

This is the story of how Elizabeth II drew

on every ounce of resolve to ensure that

the Crown always came out on top.

Goal 

Donald Michael 

9780600635086   €22.50  ____

Hamlyn

Beautifully illustrated and officially

licensed by FIFA, Goal! is a unique

football book that captures the

essence of the ultimate sporting

achievement.This is a fascinating

portrait of the men who have lived

the dream of every football fan

worldwide. 

Unqualified 

Anna Faris 

9780008239213     €15.99   ____

Harper Collins

Part advice, part memoir UNQUALIFIED

will reveal Anna's unique take on "how

to navigate the bizarre, chaotic and

worthwhile adventure of finding love." 

Blue: All Rise 

Anthony Costa

9780008222208   €20.99   ____

Harper Collins

The Modern Cook’s Year

Anna Jones 

9780008172459    €27.99   ____

Harper Collins

Divided into six seasons, Anna

Jones’s long-awaited new cook

book contains over 250 delicious

vegetarian recipes interspersed

with tips on everything from 

seasonal music playlists to flowers

to look out for in each month of the

year.

Gino’s Italian Costal Escape 

Gino D’Acampo

9781473661516  €22.50 ____

Hodder 

Everyone's favourite Italian chef takes

us on a journey of discovery, as he

sails along the stunning coast of Italy

to explore delicious, local food by the

sea.



NON FICTION

Escobar Movie Tie In

Virginia Vallejo

9781786890542  €10.00   ____

Canongate 

The Element in the Room

Helen Arney

9781844039722    €18.99   ____

Cassell

Thinking Out Loud 

Rio Ferdinand 

9781473670242  €16.99 ____

Hodder

The Little Library Cookbook 

Kate Young 

9781784977672  €26.99

Head of Zeus

The Little Library Cookbook captures

the magic and wonder of the meals

enjoyed by some of our best-loved

fictional characters.

*Lost Tribe 

William King 

9781843517146   €15.00  ____

Lilliput Press

The Art of Stopping Time 

Pedram Shojai

9780718189181   €11.25     ____

Josesph (Michael)

Sinatra: The Chairman

James Kaplan 

9780751547443  €14.50 ____

Warner 

Finally the definitive biography that

Frank Sinatra, justly termed 'The 

Entertainer of the Century,' deserves

and requires. Like Peter Guralnick on

Elvis, Kaplan goes behind the legend to

give us the man in full, in his many

guises and aspects: peerless singer,

(sometimes) powerful actor, business

mogul, tireless lover and associate of

the powerful and infamous.

Keep Fighting 

Pail Harrison

9781785301407  €8.99 ____

Black & White 

*Nobody’s Business 

Cormac O’Malley 

9781843517153  €20.00 ____

Lilliput Press 

The Aran Diaries of Ernie O'Malley

offers fascinating insights into the

mind and opinions of a key figure in

Irish cultural nationalism

The Age of the Horse 

Susanna Forrest 

9780857899002  €10.99 ____

Atlantic 

In this captivating book, Susanna Forrest

takes a journey through time and around

the world, from the Mongolian steppes to

a mirrored manège at Versailles, an ele-

gant polo club in Beijing and a farm, a fort

and an auction house in America, 

exploring the horse's crucial role and re-

vealing how our culture and economy

were generated, nourished and shaped by

horse power and its gifts and limits.

RUC On the Front Line 

Colin Breen 

9780856409721   €16.99 ____

Blackstaff Press

What was it really like to police the

troubles? How did you cope with the

bombs and bullets? How did you deal

with the gut-wrenching fear and the

constant threat of violence? Colin

Breen, who served for ten years in the

RUC at the height of the troubles,

knows. He was there. 

*Back in the Day 

Stephen Clements 

9780856409998  €12.99 ____

Blackstaff Press

`I'm at that age now where the 

Topcat TV theme, the cover of a 

Ladybird book, the smell of dulse, or

even simply my mum scolding me for

not turning the kitchen light off can

instantly take me back ... back to the

good old days.' 



NON FICTION

Jacob’s Room is Full of Books 

Susan Hill 

9781781250808  €16.20   ____

Profile 

Full of wry observations and warm

humour, as well as strong opinions

freely aired, this is a rare and 

wonderful insight into the rich

world of reading from one of the

nation's most accomplished 

authors.

Natural Wonders of the World 

DK

9780241276297    €33.99   ____

Hamilton

To complete the picture, the plants

and animals that inhabit these 

remarkable environments are also

included, making Natural Wonders

of the World a unique celebration

of our world as well as the most 

accessible-ever guide to Earth's 

geological processes and features.

Richard Nixon

John Farrell

9781911344674   €33.99 ____

Scribe 

*Astonishing Secret 

Daniel O’Leary 

9781782183242   €14.99

Columba 

Lions: When the Going Gets Tough 

Ian McGeechan

9781473656550   €10.25  ____

Hodder

The Alzheimers’s Solution

Dean Sherzai

9781471162787   €17.00    ____

S&S

The Alzheimer's Solution is a very 

important book on the role of lifestyle in

successful cognitive aging.' Dr Dilip

Jeste, Distinguished Professor of 

Psychiatry and Neurosciences, 

University of California, San Diego

School of Medicine 

Perfect Eyes: Compact Make Up Guide 

Pixiwoo Limited 

9781911600442  €10.99 ____

Bonnier 

Fully illustrated using original 

photography, this beautiful book 

includes advice, techniques and top

tips on a variety of looks and on how to

work with your individual eye shape

and colour for the best result. Whether

you're an absolute beginner, aspiring

make-up artist or are simply looking to

try out something new, this is the book

for you.

Perfect Skin

Pixiwoo Limited 

9781911600459    €10.99 ____

Bonnier 

Baker’s Life 

Paul Hollywood 

9781408846506  €32.50 ____

Bloomsbury 

With photos from the old family 

albums and many anecdotes and

professional insights into what

makes a great baker, A Baker's Life

will show you how to bring the skills

of a lifetime into your own kitchen.

Science of Cooking 

Dr. Stuart Farrimond 

9780241229781  €21.50 ____

Hamilton

How do I cook the perfect steak? How do I

make succulent fish every time (and

should I keep the skin on)? What is the

trick to making the perfect soufflé? Food

scientist Dr Stuart Farrimond answers all

these questions - and many more like

them - equipping you with the scientific

know-how to take your cooking to new 

levels.

MasterChef 

DK

9780241307267   €33.99 ____

Hamilton

The MasterChef Kitchen Bible - all the

know-how you need to become a

MasterChef in your own kitchen. 

Featuring 100 classic recipes essential

for every chef's repertoire from Eggs

Benedict to luscious Lemon Tart and

30 iconic recipes from the TV series.

Gino’s Italian Coastal Escape 

Gino D’Acampo

9781473661516  €24.00 ____

Hodder 

Everyone's favourite Italian chef takes

us on a journey of discovery, as he

sails along the stunning coast of Italy

to explore delicious, local food by the

sea.



Turtles All the Way Down 

John Green 

9780241335437    €15.99   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Turtles All the Way Down is about

lifelong friendship, the intimacy of

an unexpected reunion, Star Wars

fan fiction, and tuatara.

Moone Boy 3 

Nick Vincent Murphy 

9781509813520   €13.99   ____

Macmillan

The Book Dust: La Belle Sauvage PB 

Philip Pullman 

9780857561084     €19.99 ____
Random House Kids 

The Notion Potion is the hilarious third

book in the Moone Boy series, based on

the Sky TV series from dream team

Chris O'Dowd and Nick Vincent 

Murphy

The Book Dust: La Belle Sauvage HB

Philip Pullman 

9780385604413     €21.50   ____

Doubleday 

Tom Gates 13

Liz Pichon

9781407168050    €11.99    ____

Scholastic 

Hetty Feather’s Christmas 

Jacqueline Wilson

9780857535542   €13.99 ____
Doubleday 

Magnus Chase and the Ship 

Rick Riordan

9780141342597    €12.99   ____

Penguin Books 

Cosy up for Christmas with this 

brand-new festive story, starring 

everyone's favourite Victorian foundling,

Hetty Feather! 

Untitled

David Walliams 

9780008172770   €13.99    ____

Harper Collins

Dork Diaries: No 12

Rachel Rennee Russell 

9781471167751     €13.99  ____

S&S

*President’s Glasses 

Peter Donnelly 

9780717175390     €14.99 ____
Gill

Nikki Maxwell, Queen of the Dorks,

is back in the twelfth instalment of

the bestselling series!

CHILDRENS

Friendliest Friends 

Sacconejolys

9781405288651    €7.99 ____
Egmont 

Mirror Mirror 

Cara Delevingne

9781409172758    €14.50    ____

Orion 

Welcome to the world of the Friendliest

Friends - six Maltese puppies on a 

mission to be the Best. Dogs. Ever!

Cara Delevingne, the voice of her

generation, explores identity, 

friendship and betrayal in this 

gripping and powerful coming-of-age

story. For fans of WE WERE LIARS,

THIRTEEN REASONS WHY and

THE GIRLS.



The Highway Rat 

Julia Donaldson 

9781407174563     €7.99   ____

Scholastic 

The Highway Rat BB 

Julia Donaldson

9781407181059       €7.99    ____

Scholastic

John D. Ruddy created his hit character

Manny Man to explain history quickly

and easily in YouTube videos that have

gathered millions of views all around the

globe. 

Monster 

Michael Grant 

9781405284837     €8.99   ____

Egmont 

Michael  Grant’s action packed  &

much antisipated new book set in the

aftermath of the bestselling Gone 

series. 

CHILDRENS

*Girl Who Ate the Stars 

Caroline Busher 

9781781998694       €8.99___

Poolbeg

*Manny Man: Revolutionary Ire..

John D Ruddy 

9781848893337      €6.99    ____

Collins Press

*Secrets of Grindlewood:Othelia's Orb

Jackie Burke

9781911013921      €9.99    ____

Gill

Greatest Magician in the World 

Matt Edmondson

9781509806188      €15.99    ____

Macmillan

The Greatest Magician in the World is an

incredible interactive novelty gift book

featuring a brilliantly witty and exciting

quest story, a cast of personality-packed

magicians and everything you need to 

perform seven jaw-dropping magic tricks.

Prepare to be amazed!

Nevermoor 

Jessica Townsend 

9781510104389   €11.25  ___

Orion Childrens

Hopscotch in the Sky 

Lucinda Jacob 

9781910411933     €11.99   ____

Little Island 

Father Christmas and Me 

Matt Haig 

9781786890689   €14.50   ____

Canongate 

Full colour, illustrated and hardback

poetry book containing poetry on all

the seasons for young readers. It 

includes poems about nature, the

landscape, the weather and children's

experiences of the seasons from 

ice-creams to Christmas trees.

The Girl Who Saved Christmas 

Matt Haig 

9781782118602     €7.99____

Canongate 

The Wolf the Duck and the Mouse

Mac Barnett

9781406377798     € 13.99  ____

Hot Key



The Creakers 

Tom Flethcer 

9780141388779   €12.99  ____

Penguin Books 

The darkly magical new story about

the monsters under the bed, from

bestselling author of The 

Christmasaurus, Tom Fletcher.

The Audition

Maddie Ziegler 

9780241325896       €7.99   ____

Hamilton

This is a powerful and timely story

about one boy's epic journey across

Africa to Europe, a graphic novel for all

children with glorious colour artwork

throughout. 

The Hundred and One Dalmatians

Peter Bently 

9781405281669     €7.99   ____

Egmont

CHILDRENS

Crash Landing: Book 4

Robert Muchamore 

9781444939866      €11.25    ____

Hodder

Illegal 

Eoin Colfer

9781444934007       €16.99    ____

Hodder

Discovery Globe 

Leon Gray 

9781406378474     €20.99   ____

Walker 

When I Grow Up

Tim Minchin 

9781407180427      €13.99   ____

Scholastic 

Grown-ups surely have all the fun as

they must eat sweets every day, climb

the biggest trees and watch cartoons

till their eyes go square. But do they

really...? A truly magical picture book

by two incredible talents.

Katinka’s Tail

Judith Kerr

9780008255299    €13.99 ____

Harper Collins

Matt Millz 

Harry Hill 

9780571338542    €11.99    ____

Faber & Faber 

My Side of the Diamond 

Sally Gardner 

9781471406430     € 10.99   ____

Hot Key 

Great Big Cuddle 

Michael Rosen

9781406373462     €11.99 ____

Walker 

Two of the biggest names in 

children's publishing, Michael 

Rosen and Chris Riddell, come 

together in a new poetry collection.

Join Peppa and George as they celebrate

Mummy Pig's birthday in this special

novelty board book that plays 'Happy

Birthday' and contains magical candles

that light up and can be blown out, again

and again!

Peppa Pig: Happy Birthday 

9780241309049     €10.25    ____

Hamilton 



The Snow Angel 

Lauren John 

9781786695895   €10.99  ____

Head of Zeus 

Lauren St John's stunning Christmas

classic is about forgotten children,

the power of nature to heal us and a

girl who will climb mountains in

search for a place to call home.

The Treatment 

C.L. Taylor 

9780008240561      €8.99    ____

Harper Collins

Cecelia Ahern’s Flawed meets Never Let

Me Go in the pulse-pounding YA thriller

from the Top Ten Sunday Times 

bestselling author of The Escape.

A new set of stories from the world of

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar

Children. Now in paperback, with a

brand new bonus story!

Santa Claude 

Alex  T Smith 

9781444919615     €6.99   ____

Hodder 

CHILDRENS

Tales of the Peculiar 

Ransom Riggs 

9780141371658      €8.99   ____

Penguin Books 

All the Crooked Saints 

Maggie Stiefvater 

9781407164793    €9.99    ____

Scholastic 

Luna Loves Library Day 

Joseph Coelho

9781783445486     €13.50    ____

Trans 

A festive romp for Claude and Sir

Bobblysock in the ninth volume of the

hit series, which is due to hit TV

screens in 2017.

Witch Snitch 

Sibeal Pounder 

9781408892046     €7.50   ____

Bloomsbury 

This hilarious companion story sits

alongside the main Witch Wars series

as a standalone title, and is full of

character profiles, facts and activities

to fascinate fans and give them 

everything they need to create their

very own Witch Wars party.

*Nutshell:Even More Classic Irish..

Nutshell

9781781998496    €9.99 ____

Poolbeg

Luna loves library day: that's the day she

spends with her dad. Exploring the

shelves they find magic, mystery and

even start to mend their own history.

3D Printing Projects

DK 

9780241302217      €11.25   ____

DK

Where’s Wally 

Martin Handford 

9781406376241     €19.99    ____

Walker 

A great gift for the ultimate fan of the 

bespectacled red-and-white striped 

traveller in his 30th anniversary year!

Using freely available 3D modelling

software and without the need for your

own 3D printer, 3D Printing Projects has

inspiration and instructions for a wide

range of thrilling projects, from simple

models you can print and assemble at

home to more elaborate builds you can

design on screen and then order online.

Bear Who Went Boo!

David Walliams 

9780008262129     € 15.99____

Harper Collins

Christmas with Princess Mirror- Bell

Julia Donaldson 

9781509838929     €6.99   ____

Macmillan 



The Girl with the Lost Smile 

Mirand a Hart 

9781444941371   €11.25  ____

Hodder 

The first children's book from

award-winning, bestselling author

and comedian Miranda Hart. Packed

with humour and happiness, this is a

story guaranteed to make you laugh

and cry!

Lucie Goose

Danny Baker 

9781444937404     €7.99   ____

Hodder 

A magnificently funny first picture book

by Danny Baker, the popular comedy

writer, journalist, radio DJ and 

screenwriter. Illustrated by rising star

Pippa Curnick.

There’s Someone Inside Your

House 

Stephanie Perkins

9781509859801    €8.99   ____

CHILDRENS

Hack and Whack 

Francesca Simon

9780571328727    €7.99    ____

Faber & Faber 

Happy Christmas from the Very....

Katie Cotton 

9780141388281     €7.50    ____

Penguin Books 

Join The Very Hungry Caterpillar for a 

celebration of Christmas and all the ways to

wish the ones you love a wonderful holiday.

My Litlte Pony Movie: 1000 Sticker 

Egmont Publishing UK 

9781405288569   €8.70   ____

Egmont

The Princess and the Suffragette 

Holly Webb 

9781407170855    €10.99 ____

Scholastic 

*Nutshell: Sir Walter Raleigh

Gaye Shortland 

9781781998465    €4.99    ____

Poolbeg

Little Miss Princess Gift Tin 

Roger Hargreaves 

9781405288286     €15.99   ____

Egmont 

Christmas Treats 

Enid Blyton 

9781444936681     €7.99   ____

Hodder

A Shiver of Snow and Sky 

Lisa Lueddecke 

9781407174037     €8.99    ____

Scholastic

*Nutshell: Boole Sisters

Ann Carroll

9781781998458    €4.99    ____

Poolbeg



My Little Pony Movie 

Egmont 

9781405288422   €9.99  ____

Egmont 

My Little Pony Storybook 

Egmont

9781405288507      €8.99    ____

Egmont 

Stick Man Anniversary Cased BB

Julia Donaldson

9781407181134   €7.99   ____

Scholastic 

CHILDRENS

Mr Men Magical Treasury 

Adam Hargreaves

9781405288279   €13.99    ____

Egmont

Merry Christmas Hugless Douglas

David Melling 

9781444906844    €7.99   ____

Scholastic

DC Comics Justice League 

DK

9780241288405     €19.50    ____

Hamilton

Harry Potter: 

British Library 

9781408890776    €14.50 ____

Bloomsbury 

A History of Magic is the official book

of the exhibition, a once-in-a-lifetime

collaboration between Bloomsbury, J.K.

Rowling and the brilliant curators of the

British Library. 

J.K Rowling

Burton Bonnie

9781406377033    €21.50    ____

Walker 

J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World 

Scholastic 

9781407181202     €8.99  ____

Scholastic 

Packed with fun activities and pictures

from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find

Them and all eight Harry Potter films, 

including an eight-page fold-out Wand

and Spells Guide and full-page posters.

Star Wars

9781780896892   €16.99 ____

Cornerstone

Harry Potter- A History of Magic 

British Library 

9781408890769     €34.99  ____

Bloomsbury 

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of 

J.K. Rowling 

9781408845660   € 34.99  ____

Bloomsbury 



Star Wars Astro Tin

9781405288385   €15.99  ____

Egmont

Star Wars Millenium Falcon Book 

9781405285223      €21.50    ____

Egmont

Minecraft Mobestiary 

AB Mojang

9781405286022   €15.99   ____

Egmont

CHILDRENS

Star Wars 40th Anniversary  Tin

Lucasfilm Animation

9781405287890   €15.99    ____

Egmont

Star Wars Absoultely Everything

DK

9780241232392    €19.50    ____

Hamilton

Minecraft: Survival Sticker Book 

AB Mojang

9781405288552     €8.99   ____

Egmont

Take your first steps into the Overworld, and

learn all about the perils that await with this

official Mojang activity book, filled with

survival tips, secret tricks and hundreds of

stickers.

Ultimate Lego Star Wars 

DK

9780241288443   €37.50  ____

Hamilton

The definitive guide to the LEGO®

Star Wars™ universe, showcasing the

vast collection of LEGO Star Wars

sets and minifigures released over the

last 20 years.

Official Pokemon Encyclopedia 

Pokemon

9781408352298    €16.99____

Orchard 

The Survival Doodle Book, in which

you can demonstrate what you've

learned and doodle your way through

all three Minecraft dimensions. 

Gotta catch 'em all! The ultimate

guide to the Pokémon animated 

series - featuring exclusive bonus

content!

Minecraft Survival Tin 

AB Mojang 

9781405288200     €15.99  ____

Egmont

One Christmas Wish 

Katherine Rundell

9781408885734   €16.99    ____

Bommsbury 

Written with generous helpings of

warmth and humour, this is a story about

treasuring the people and values that 

really matter at this time of year from

master storyteller and bestselling chil-

dren's author Katherine Rundell. 

The Midnight Peacock 

Katehrine Woodfine 

9781405282901     €7.99    ____

Egmont 


